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Action Taken Report on Feedback from the stakeholders l2o2L-221

1.4.1 Institution obtained feedback on the syllabus and its transaction at the institute from the

following stakeholders:

The structural feedback was collected from all the stakeholders of the institutions and appropriate

action was taken to overcome the shortfalls suggested by them.

The first part of the academic year was in online mode where as the regular lectures were taken

place in the second part, all the stakeholders strictly followed all the covid protocols. The students

and teachers or encouraged to adopt different system of technology for teaching learning process'

coordinator tQAc Principal

,-r'incipal
:',iranJsu Na rayan College,

Anr, Qomlrerce & Professional Qeurses
Nry&sg Bhayandar (E), Dist. Thane.4Ot 105

Feedback received from Brief Analysis of the feedback received Action taken

Students Most of the students were found
satisfied with the physical facilities,

teaching learning process, library
facilities, etc. Few students found
difficulty in digital based learning

method.

The principal instructed the teachers to
assist the students in all possible ways for
online teaching learning process.

Students were given instructions and

guidelines for virtual learnings.

Teachers Teachers were satisfied bY the
infrastructure and teaching aids

provided by the institutions.

No need to take action. However, the
principle Sir advised teachers to continue

with the same sPirit.

Alumni Feedback received from the alumni is

satisfactory.some alumni want to share

their Job experience with the current
students.

Principal sir instructed the alumni

committee members to have better

coordination with all the alumni because

alumni vast network can be utilised for
the olacement of our current students.

Parents Feedback received from the parents is

satisfactory. Most of the parents want

to enhance their student's
communication skill.

Principal Sir instructed to apply alf the

means and measures to imProve the

communication skills of the students

Management The Management was satisfied with the
overall performance of the institution in
all aspects.

The IQAC decided to conduct online

workshop, webinar, guest lecture for
students in various topics for the all-round

oersonalitv development of the students.


